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ABSTRACT

The paper analyses the intrinsic relation between tax policy, tax structure and the tax
administration. Without strategic tax administration mechanism, tax policy and tax
structure how strongly be built in, may not help achieving the intended output. The study
of the environment is essential for successful tax administration. Tax collection is
considered as a production process with the environment as one of the inputs in the said
process for tax revenue as output. The paper highlights the causes and consequences of
the ‘tax gap’ and the various indicators for understanding the tax gap. A three-pronged
approach i.e. policy, structure and strategic fit administrative set up to handle,
interpret, and implement them with efficiency and effectiveness without dislocation of

allocation of resources is crucial enhancement of tax compliance.
Keywords: Internet Accessibility, Net-neutrality, Commodification of Data, Digital Divide,
Derived Right, Fundamental Right
Background of study
Bird (1992, 1989), Krugman, Alm, Collins and Remolina (1992), Richupan (1984)
have warned that “studies from different developing countries indicate that it is not
uncommon for half or more of the potential tax revenues to remain uncollected.” The ‘Tax
gap’ consists of taxes that were legally due but not paid by the tax payers as a result of noncompliance. Potential tax collections require tax payers to fully comply with the tax laws.
The actual tax collection in the box relates to the amount of tax revenue collected out of
voluntary compliance and through enforcement measures. Incoherence in tax policy and tax
structure precipitate tax gap.
The severity rises with the deficiency in tax administration. Badly organized or
unnecessarily complicated tax structure impedes the operating efficiency of the tax
administration while simple and transparent tax structure may make it much easier. The tax
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law sets the standards and conditions of the tax administration. It is generally known that tax
laws and tax policy are as good as is the tax administration.
The Tax Gap

Box No. 1
Tax policy framed without calibration and detailed analysis of historical evolution of
taxation system, without scanning of the current needs and its future consequences is sure to
have adverse impact on the growth of economy. A tax policy frame befitting to both the
micro and macro environment is always good. For states’ economy, it is desirable to meet
the impeding crises in revenue with minimal distortion of allocation of resources to the stake
-holders and for public welfare measure. In macro scenario, it needs to open a platform to
meet the international competition by facilitating free trade practices across the globe not
ignoring the tax policies and tax structure of different countries. We require harmonization
of tax policy, tax structure and classification of goods and services for growth and to avoid
unnecessary restrictions on flow of goods and services at international, national and subnational levels. After globalization, free trade practices have been advocated, adopted and
pressurised to meet the demands of the market economy.
Restructuring of legal and regulatory framework is challenging, but essential to ensure
augmentation of tax revenue by way of voluntary compliance, and to facilitate
administration of tax revenue at very low compliance cost keeping tax payer’s confidence
intact. The tax system can’t compromise with equity, fairness neutrality, simplicity,
transparency and certainty. To provide level playing field at macro level we need to
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constantly evolve and maintain a structured collection mechanism, enforcement mechanism,
good taxpayer services, and importantly reducing corruption to match the tax scenario at
macro level. Tax policy administrated being devoid of the factors discussed as above
undoubtedly are the reasons for the tax gap. The second component responsible for the tax
gap is the inefficiency and ineffective tax administration. The State Revenue Service,
National Tax Board. Tax Administration Reform strategy Riga, 2004 report puts tax
administration is a set of interrelated process with the purpose of ensuring a complete timely
and fair collection of revenue from taxes and duties pursuant to the tax laws comprising
recording of tax payers, accounting for tax revenue claiming of outstanding tax payments
and provision of advice to tax payers.
Bijagovic Predrag, Institute of Public Finance Zagreb in his paper “Improving the Tax
Administration in Transition Countries” found that tax administration with skilled and
responsible staff is almost important precondition for realization of “tax potential” of the
State. Jenkins (1991) has emphasized that the tax system can never work better than its tax
administration and ambitious tax reforms have failed because of the inefficient tax
administration. Jenkins (1994) has correctly pointed out that there is no good tax policy
without efficient tax administration. Also, it is desirable to appreciate that tax administration

is dynamic in nature and needs to keep pace with changing environment by way of ensuring
almost daily improvements in methods of its management. Ott Katarina in his paper “Tax
Administration Reform in Transition: The case of Croatia” (occasional paper No. 5, April
1998) emphasized that the main task of tax administration may be to achieve effectiveness
(high level of compliance with minimal distortion) and efficiency to make administrative
costs per unit of tax revenue as small as possible. The main goal of administration should
adhere to co-ordinate effectiveness and efficiency to reduce the tax gap. Tax administration
without adequate resources in terms of manpower infrastructure, an appropriate organization
structure, well equipped information system, a system of penalties for non complying tax

payers, system to prevent or punish tax avoidance, preventing or punishing incorrect tax
base reporting by filers, strengthened system for recovering taxes due but not paid
voluntarily by tax payers, proper care to provide tax payer services to enhance compliance,
effective auditing on the basis of risk analysis and management value judgment method may
lead to an inefficient and ineffective administration to acquire a large gap. Tax policy and
tax structure support the administration but administration devoid of resources as above may
impede the legislative intention and may not be able to hit the desired yield in revenue or to
meet the social welfare. Experience reveals that the extent of tax gap is directly proportional
to the efficiency and effectiveness of the administration and that very efficient
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administration causes the least ‘Tax gap’.
Objective of the Study
The present study comprise of how theoretically the ‘tax gap’ is realized and the
design of the tax policy and tax administration to narrowing tax gap.
Effects of Tax Gap
In view of the utmost importance of the tax revenue collection for the economic and
social welfare of a state, it is inevitable to study the extent of the ‘tax gap’ to set realistic and
focused approach for narrowing the same to save misallocation of resources in the economy
of a state.The tax base erosion causes a variety of fiscal effects and is particularly critical in
the context of substantial budget deficit (Tanzi 1991). Both horizontal and vertical equity
suffer since the effective tax rates faced by individuals differ because of different
opportunities for tax evasion (Alm, Bahl & Murray, 1991, Cowell, 1992, Slemrod & Bakija,
1998). The expanding underground economic activities are often the other face of tax
evasion, may affect implementation and outcomes of economic policies (Cowell, 1990,
Tanzi, 2000). Finally, evasion and citizen’s disrespect for the tax laws may go together with
disrespect for other laws and thus contribute to undermine the legitimacy of government
(Graetz, Reinganum & Wilde, 1986). Fieldstad , Helge, Bergen, Norway in their paper “Tax

Evasion and Fiscal Corruption”, “Essays on compliance and tax administration practices in
East and South Africa” July 2006 found that corruption and tax evasion seem to take place
in practically every country in the World and is considered as a potential problem
everywhere which hit the developing countries the hardest. The fiscal pressure on reading of
the performance of certain economic indicators as suggested in “Diagnostic Framework for
revenue Administration’ (Gill, Jit B.S. 2000) may well make conscious of the extent of the
tax gap.
Indicators to Judge Tax Administration

Brondolo John, Silvani Carlos, Borgne Le Eric and Bosch Franck in their IMF
working paper WP/08/129 “Tax Administration Reform and Fiscal Adjustment: The case of
Indonesia (2001-07) put eight important indicators to judge tax administration. They are (i)
total tax revenue/GDP to get a sense of the fiscal pressure and the relative effectiveness of
the revenue administration, (ii) actual tax revenue/tax revenue estimated in the budget to
find out the extent to which revenue administration is able to meet the revenue targets set in
the budget, (iii) tax revenue gap to estimate the potential tax revenue under the current tax
policy ,(iv) amount of tax revenue p aid voluntarily/ total tax revenue collected to judge
effectiveness of the tax administration, (v) additional tax revenue collected / the number of
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declarations audited indicating the degree of success of the revenue administration in
detecting concealment of tax liabilities, and therefore, its ability to enforce the tax laws, (vi)
amount of tax revenue arrears collected / total tax revenue arrears to measure the
effectiveness of the revenue administration in recovering overdue revenues, (vii) cost of
collection to provide an indication of the efficiency with which the tax administration is
deploying its resources to collect taxes and (viii) client perceptions i.e. perceptions of
taxpayers, traders, brokers, lawyers, and accountants, as reflected in periodic surveys, about
the integrity, trustworthiness, fairness, helpfulness and efficiency of revenue administration.
Narrowing the Tax Gap
Reducing the tax gap is critical to put individuals and business on a level playing field.
If left unchecked, this will ultimately force the honest tax payers to either evade their tax
burdens, or possibly go out of business. Either way, the clear loser is both the Government
and the States citizens through the loss on tax revenue caused by either course of action.
Narrowing the tax gap is a critical step towards improving state’s governance. The tax gap
can be narrowed by reformation of the tax structure and tax revenue administration.
Diagnosis is in itself an important exercise on the basis of estimated data and sampling
techniques. Methodologies for estimating VAT gap as described by Aguirre and Shome

(1987) Shilvani and Brondolo (1993). Marks (2005) are still important for VAT gap
calculation. The formulation for estimation of the tax gaps adheres to the calculation of
Final base consumption = Nominal GDP + imports – exports and involving the following
steps based on GDP decomposition. Carlos Silvani and Katherine Baer (1997) have pointed
out that a methodology for estimating the income tax gap is presented in the “Tax gap
briefing”, us Internal Revenue Service Research Division (1993).
Restructuring of the Tax Policy and Tax Structure
The key precondition for efficient tax administration is a tax structure with minimizing

distortions, strictly tax exemptions and elimination of the differences in tax treatment of
particular parts of the economy. Effective tax administration in a market economy is based
on voluntary compliance by a large number of decentralized tax payers. Tax administration
reforms were inevitable in the transition of market economy along with privatization,
liberalization of prices and the restricting of the government in the economy and all other
necessary activities to develop a modern tax system, (Chu and Schwartz, 1994).
Adhoc taxes or patches in tax system may meet a short term requirement of revenues
by increase of tax rates or bringing additional no. of items into the tax fold but it is
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inefficient to create a long term impact on growth of revenue. It is useful to think of the
problem of taxation in three levels, (i) Architecture (Design of the legal framework), (ii)
Engineering (Organizational Structure and operating rules), (iii) Management (Tax
administrators function). A good tax structure could prove to be a great help in securing
against corruption and cheating. Prof. Bird Richard M. in his paper “International
Administrative Dimensions of Tax Reforms” in Asia Pacific Bulletin March, 2004 found
that people comply with tax laws so long as they feel that non compliance may cost much
more if evasion is detected. The tax structure needs to embody a deterrent penal system for
non-compliers and less complier to tax. The following have been regarded as the
fundamental basis of successful tax policy reforms. (i) Reducing the tax system’s
complexity (ii) Encouraging tax payer’s voluntary compliance (iii) Differentiating the
treatment of tax payer’s by their revenue potential (iv) Ensuring the reforms effective
management. As every modern tax reform has regarded voluntary compliance is the best
means of augmenting tax revenue, which entails, to foster voluntary compliance, the State
must facilitate conditions for (a) Equal implementation of laws for all, (b) Independence of
courts, (c) a cheap, quick and easily accessible system of complains for everybody and (d)
strong feeling of citizen’s civic duty.

Fairness of the System and Tax Administration
Good tax policy planning involves economists, lawyers, administrators and adequate
discussion with taxpayer, tax practitioners and agents. Distrust in government is very
disruptive for tax compliance. Under no case the state can be perceived to be corrupt and
wasteful. Andic (1994) claims that special services for help, information and education
increase tax payer’s trust in the tax system. Information system may comprise through
media publications and telephone system, systematic, simple and understandable literature
on tax system, allowances, and detailed instructions on completing and filing of tax returns
are imperative together with direct help provided in completing tax returns. The tax system

with minimum distortion, an efficient and control mechanism capable of achieving
maximum revenue, a regular check on penalization and adequate publicity incase of stricter
penalties, economical and fair public expenditure, just taxes and fair, client friendly tax
administration could always prove better. A tax system with few tax rates, a limited no of
rates for each tax, limited exemption, and a broad base has proven, in the context of many
developing countries, to be much easier to administrator and to result in higher compliance
levels than a complex tax system. To maintain high level of effectiveness given constant
changes in the economy, the tax system and the tax payer community, tax administrators
need to review periodically the strategy that is being followed. The steps for restructuring
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the tax structure need to include respect to functional principle (Collecting, Recording,
Auditing, Enforcement) according to (a) the type of tax payers, (b) the type of taxes and (c)
type of enterprise in the economy. Bahl and Martinez – Vazquiz (1992) using Jamaica have
stressed upon that there is no reason to reform the tax administration without simultaneously
reforming the tax structure. The key components of effective tax policy to narrow the tax
gap may be broadly summarized as below.
Effective Tax System

Box No. 2
Tax and customs administration reform projects in recent years sought to (i) improve
the organization and management of revenue administration; (ii) strengthen the legal and
regulatory framework; (iii) broaden the tax base by registering potential taxpayers; (iv)
facilitate voluntary compliance; (v) improve capacity to process the massive information
flows resulting from declarations filed by tax payers, payment transactions and
administrative actions, (vi) enhance availability of information about taxable transactions
from third parties; (vii) develop risk-analysis capacity to zero in one cases involving
potential violations of tax laws; (viii) Strengthen investigation, audit and enforcement
capacity; (ix) improve appellate procedures; (x) enhance analytical ability to carry out fiscal
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studies to assess tax burdens, collection trends, compliance gaps and impact of tax policy
changes; and (xi) reduce corruption.
Many reforms of tax have recently embraced multilayer programmatic affricatives to
reform involving reorganization of their tax administrations along functional and tax payer
segment lines, reengineering of business process, and effective utilization of new
opportunities in information and communication technology. These programmatic reformers
are also bench marking and monitoring their own performances as a tool for improved
managerial effectiveness. A functional organization provides a strategic element of cross
checking among staff, so that work performed by one function, such as collection and
enforcement, acts as a control on other operations, such as auditing and accounting to reduce
compliance burden on tax payers.
An overview of some recent reforms is summarisingly sketched below:

Box No. 3

Box No. 4
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The Herberger tax model (HT) draws more on practical experience, presses more on
design of tax policy, administrative capability equally as efficiency (and distribution
weights). The principal concern, according to this approach, is not to design a system that
will be optimal, but emphasize the system that will minimize tax-induced distortion and at
the same time be administratively feasible and politically acceptable. In fact, Herberger
suggests that tax reforms should pay less attention to the economic methodology and more
to best practical experiences. The OT model (Optimal tax) model (Ahmed and Stern 1991)
is satisfactory in terms of its theoretical soundness, but has been found to be impractical in
its applications. Besides the trade off between efficiency and equity in tax policy, the
information and administration costs of designing an optimal tax model have been found to
be prohibitive and, therefore, as a practical guide to tax policy thus have not been useful.
The third is the supply side tax model (SST). The model emphasizes the need to reduce the
role of the state. The proponents of this model emphasize the need to broaden the base with
minimal exemptions and preference and to have low marginal tax rates.
The recent reform approaches combine elements of all three models sketched above.
This incorporates both theory and past reform experiences and takes into account
administrative, political and information constraints in designing and implementing reforms.

The thrust of this approach is to enhance the revenue productivity of the tax system while
minimizing relative price distortions. The best practice approach has attempted to make the
tax system comprehensive, simple and transparent. It aims at to broaden tax base, reduce the
tax rates and lower the rate differentiation both in direct and indirect taxes (Rao Gobinda,
2000).
Narrowing the ‘Tax Gap’ through Effective Tax Revenue Administration
Tax administration reform has been part of a broader fiscal reform effort aimed at
restoring macroeconomic stability and restructuring tax systems so that taxes are more

efficient, less distortionary of market forces and easier to administrator. Kaldor (1980) has
stressed that efficiency of a tax system is not determined only by appropriate legal
regulation but also by the efficiency and integrity of tax administration. The administration
in developing and developed countries faces different degree of challenge in modernizing
tax administration. They need to be understand realistically, periodic reforms need to be
initiated, so that it can operate in an increasingly global economy characterized by difficult
to tax sectors and by sophisticated Computer and Communication technology. Experience
has shown that a reform strategy over the long term is required to significantly increase the
effectiveness of the tax administration’s operations. Short term measures to remedy tax
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evasion rarely bring out substantial changes in growth of revenue. Effective tax
administration requires establishing an environment in which citizens are induced to comply
with tax laws voluntarily.
Voluntary compliance is the timely filing and reporting of required tax information,
the correct self assessment of taxes owed, and the timely payment of those taxes without
enforcement action. Due to limited resources, no tax administration can play a policeman for
every potential tax payer. Partly, for this reason tax systems all over the world have over the
years tended to move toward a regime in which tax payers themselves determine and report,
i.e. self assess their tax liability and pay the amounts due without prodding from tax
authorities. Therefore, it has been a 3broadly accepted principle tax administration is that the
ultimate goal of any tax administration is to promote voluntary compliance which may be
encouraged if the tax administration is successful in making the tax payer community
realize that non compliance will be detected and effectively punished. Thus, management of
tax administration is the art of achieving a proper balance between service to tax payer and
enforcement of the tax laws and regulations to promote voluntary compliance.
The main obstacles that prevent voluntary compliance may be broadly summarized as

(i) Perceived inequity of the tax system; (ii) Complexity of tax laws; (iii) Lack of fairness of
the penalty system; (iv) Weak taxpayer education program; (v) Low levels of integrity and
professionalism of tax administration staff ; (vi) Impartiality of appeal process. Tax
administration must develop mechanism to abrogate the hindering factors discussed as
above for encouraging voluntary compliance. Maore(2004), Gloppan and Raknr (2002) have
advocated building a new social contract to promote voluntary compliance relationship
between citizen and Government based on transparency, answerability and controllability.
Tax administration is to continuously adjust their organization and procedures to meet

the challenges posed by growing number of tax payers in the service sector, the
globalization of trade and capital flows, and evolution in computer and communication
technology. Tax administration may be viewed as a production process where the inputs
consists of men, materials and information and output consists of tax payers equity and
revenue to government.
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Figure 1: The Congruence Model

The ‘Congruence Model’ given in the Diagnostic Frame work for revenue administration
(Gill Jit B.S. 2000) emphasizes that tax administration is an open system consisting of an
inter related set of components that interacts with its environment. The model takes into
account environment, as one of the inputs along with other elements like Resources, History
and Strategy which are being fed to the transformation process consisting of the
Environment, Individual, and the informal organization to derive out outputs in the
organizational level, unit level and individual level too as illustrated below.
Study of the environment around tax administration is vitally necessary to immune
from the constraints those impinge on the tax administration to develop needful strategies to
overcome those. Tax administration without tangible resources like skilled officials to
administrator, budgetary allocations, IT systems and infrastructure like buildings, vehicles,
office equipment, communication systems and intangible resources like legal authority
granted to the revenue administration for administrating tax laws, the perception of tax
payers about fairness, transparency, integrity and enforcement capacity, honesty, morale and
commitment by employees would likely to impose serious constraints in managing

voluntary compliance and continuing tax evasion. The Model below outlines the encircling
dependence of revenue administration on the factors negotiated below in the diagram.

Figure 2: The Revenue Administration
Environment
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It is also necessary to have deep study of the recent history of tax administration to
gauze the extent of failure and success, the results may likely pave the way for a successful
reform strategy further to improve the system of administration. The ‘strategy’ of the
revenue administration consisting of the vision, key result areas, performance objectives and
operational strategies to achieve performance objectives be set and updated each time to
cope up with the changing pace of the administration needed. Tax administration must select
strategies and set out administrative rules to counter each type of non compliance by
different groups of tax payers e.g. by requiring new or non-filing potential tax payers to file,
preventing or punishing tax avoidance, preventing or punishing incorrect tax base reporting
by filers, recovering taxes due but not paid voluntarily by tax payers and imposing penalties
when required and preventing or removing further resource allocations by tax payers in the
face of administrative action.
The strategic principles need to be adopted by the tax administration for enhancement
of tax compliance and augmentation of tax revenue chalked out from the key success points
of different tax administrations can be shared in the next page. Apart from fourteen factors
others essential ingredients of good governance for augmenting voluntary compliance to tax
require formal organizational arrangements. They need to emphasize (a) governance

arrangement, (b) the institutional framework consisting of formal laws, (c) the organization
structure, job designing, monitoring reporting, coordination and control, (d) business
processes, (e) information systems, (f) allocation of resources and workloads to different
tasks, (g) the physical work environment. The model shared below is influenced by analysis
and thoughts of Camilleri Emanuel Dr. D.G. in 2007.
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Informal organizational activities consisting of values, processes, patterns of
relationships within and between groups, communication channels, influence mechanisms
and role models also play vital roles in tax governance. Individuals and institutions like tax
officials, lawyers, auditors, inspectors, IT professionals, tax payer service staffs and clerks
have all their key roles in successful governance that the tax administration should keep in
mind. Bird and Zott (2007) have emphasized that increasingly technology approaches offer
promising paths in many developing countries while facilitating tax administration.
Automation of revenue administration system in indirect taxes facilitates both voluntary
compliance and enforced collection.
Components of Automation for Effective Governance of Tax Laws

We require to strengthen the system of evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of the
tax administration in areas of operations especially fixing targeted parameters of evaluation
so that focused attention can be given to any such weaker performance for remedy and to
gain the confidence of the tax payers. Taxation research seems to be key component here.
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It has been brought out by Carey Riyan T. while discussing in his paper about Tax gap
versus good governance. A Tax gap and tax administration paper analyzed tax gap of 25

countries and grouped levels of compliance into four buckets. Very effective tax
administrations with tax gap of ten percent or lower are found in Denmark and New
Zealand, ten to twenty percent range in Canada, the US and Chile. The majority of countries
experienced tax gap of twenty to forty percent. The fourth category had highly ineffective
administrations and experienced tax gaps in excess of forty percent. In twenty percent or
more categories have in common (i) weak management of tax administration organization,
(ii) poorly qualified and trained staff, (iii) failure to implement measures that reduce non
compliance and failure to use available information to control noncompliance, (iv) weak
collection enforcement, (v) corrupt practices.
Recommendations
1. Revenue administration analysis is required to be made on the indicators in a
continuous manner to evaluate the work performance.
2. Enhancing taxpayer service: An important aim is to promote a service-oriented
mind set that is focused towards enabling voluntary compliance and the reduction of
involuntary errors. The taxpayer service to the business community, particularly to the
small and medium enterprises (SMEs), is to be a quality value added services so as to have a

positive effect in real terms on their entrepreneurship capabilities and hence be an important
source for the creation of wealth and jobs.
Given the continuous updating of tax administration legislation the need is felt to
provide taxpayers with assistance, and clear and accurate information. This is best achieved
by assessing the needs and preferences of taxpayers by business sectors and size, and a
decision model developed to prioritize service initiatives. A major aim is to provide an
effective seamless customer service. All countries shift towards a functional model, they are
able to provide tax payer services by providing a single point access for tax payer inquiries,
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a common registration function and system with unique identification number for each tax
payer, a single accounting framework, possibly integrated, enforced collection and audit
across taxes, dedicated information processing operation and common support functions
such as human resources, ICT and training.
Table 1: Main Tasks of Revenue Administration Requiring Analysis
ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT TASKS
Strategy and policy formulation

Tasks Common to Tax
Administration
Registration of Taxpayers

Planning budgeting resources
allocation.

Taxpayer Services

Special Tasks of Tax
Administration
Trade Facilitation

Taxpayer education
Taxpayer assistance.
Facilitation of voluntary
compliance

Monitoring and evaluation

Processing of Declarations and
Payments

Coordination

Monitoring of tax withholders
and collection agents

Financial Management

Collection of information about
taxable transactions.
Collection of information from
third parties.
Intelligence Operations.
Search and seizure and survey
operations to obtain
incriminating evidence.
Risk analysis and selection of
cases for audit and
investigation.
Audit and Investigation

Personnel Management

Recovery of Tax Arrears
Legal and Judicial Matters:

Risk analysis and selection of cases
for physical inspection.

Legislation
Information Technology

Appeals

Management

Prosecution

Asset Management

Fiscal studies

Internal Control

Anti-Corruption
External Relation

3. Increasing audit effectiveness and prevention of tax evasion: Along with tax audit
function, risk analysis module need be developed basing on fraud, evasion parameters to
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rank potential defaulters of tax payment. Information gathered from public, audits, news
sources from complains and their tax payment behavior is crucial here. As Baer noted “It is
widely recognized that tax payers perception of the probability of being audited strongly
determines their degree of compliance.” Following international standard of auditing report
prompt action for imposing penalty and their realization is essential to set right the erring
tax payer. It is always good to have fewer exemptions, deduction and allowances in the
taxation system. Control and supervision system especially on largest enterprises is better.
The penalty system may be regularly examined and adequate publicity given to any penalty
increase. The tax administration is required do its best to influence cutting down wasteful,
unjustifiable or unfair public expenditure. Impartiality of the tax administration, focus on tax
payers, special ID tax payer’s numbers is very essential in preventing tax evasion. Regular
assessment and monitoring of tax evasion is necessary.
4. Continuing progress in the use of ICT (Information Communication technology):
The application of business process management principles are to be heavily used in
designing improved process that optimize the use of electronic technology and eliminate
processes that do not contribute towards optimizing tax revenue and service to tax payers.
Aim of effective organizational model can be achieved by implementing information

resource management concepts through strategic data sharing principles. This has potential
for greater flexibility in the management and utilization of human resources. This helps to
serve the essential objective of reduction in tax payer’s compliance costs and also tax
administration cost. Brondolo John, Silvani Carlos, Borgne Le Eric and Bosch Franck also
favoured the extensive use of ICT may thus be viewed as providing the tax administration
with better tools to improve compliance through early detection, better case selection, and
better case management. Also, ICT may be seen as a major tool for reducing the compliance
costs for tax payers and increasing the service potential to them. The implementation of
information resource management concepts, particularly having wider scope for tax payer’s

profile through data sharing and data warehousing allows the tax administration to prevent,
detect and remedy non-compliance. The implementation of these concepts can be applied to
those who would be declared from non-compliant behaviour as a consequence of a more
visible tax enforcement presence.
Conclusion
It may be concluded that tax policy, tax design and tax administration are equal in
important for narrowing the tax gap. All these three are essential ingredients of an effective
and efficient taxation system with clear vision, mission and on adoption of objective
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oriented strategy, tax revenue can be augmented with objective focus on good governance
in tax administration. Any strong enactment of rules and regulations can not deliver high
level of revenue compliance if effective and efficient administration is not ensured. As tax
system could be compared with a production process, for optimal output, the need of
analysis of root cause of weakness in taxation administration requires analysis. Required
strategy formulation, development of process mechanism and a continuous review of
performances and administrative measures to while away failures are the essential
ingredients to substantiate the tax administration system as effective and efficient. Which on
the other hand can reduce the ‘tax gap’ to the minimum if not eliminated altogether?
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